Abstract. Excited states of the s, p, and d symmetries up to principal quantum number n = 4 are studied for the first eight members of Ne isoelectronic sequence (Ne to Cl 7+ ) by the SAC-CI (symmetry-adaptedcluster configuration-interaction) method. 
Introduction
In recent years the atomic data for the spectral transitions of neutral atoms and their isoelectronic ions have gained considerable importance because of their significant role in a variety of physical and chemical processes occurring in astrophysics and in the laboratory. The neutral, near-neutral and ionized species of the neon isoelectronic sequence have special interest in plasma research due to their stable closed shell configurations; the corresponding emission lines are essential for diagnostics over a wide range of plasma parameters from those of Tokamak to those for the fusion reactors, in which lower ionic stages released by collision with the walls are more important than the higher ions [1] . The classification of transitions to various excited levels having different symmetries and the determination of energy levels are essential parts of the study of a laboratory spectrum. The excitation energies of the upper level of an emission line or the lower level of an absorption line and the knowledge of connecting paths are extremely necessary for the physical interpretation of any observation [2] . The opacities of the stellar envelope which governed largely by the bound-bound and bound-free transition of the constituent atomic ions, are very useful for theories of stellar structure and stellar pulsations [3] [4] [5] .
During last few years different theoretical and experimental techniques have been applied to predict the transition energies of the low-and moderately highlying excited states of first few members of Ne sequence. Experimental techniques adopted so far are essentially the a On leave from Department of Spectroscopy, Indian Association for the Cultivation of Science, Jadavpur, Calcutta 700 032, India.
b e-mail: hiroshi@sbchem.kyoto-u.ac.jp spectroscopic [6] [7] [8] and reported data are quite extensive. Among different theoretical approaches, the relativistic many body theory of Avgoustoglou et al. [1] , configuration interaction (CI) approach of Hibbert, La Dourneuf and Mohan [9] , coupled cluster with singles, doubles and triples (CCSD+T) by Kaldor and Haque [10] , the Rmatrix with CI wave functions calculation of Hibbert and Scott [5] , the relativistic random phase approximation with exchange (RPAE) by Shorer [11] and the timedependent coupled Hartree-Fock (TDCHF) approach of Das [12] are important. In the previous paper [12] , transition energies of optically allowed and optically forbidden excited energy levels up to principal quantum number n = 4 have been studied for the first eight members of Ne isoelectronic sequence from Ne to Cl 7+ using linearized version of TDCHF theory. The TDCHF theory includes the correlation effects partially, namely the radial correlation, through effective summation of hole particle correlation diagrams up to infinite order [13, 14] .
In this communication, we use SAC (symmetry adapted cluster)/SAC-CI method [15] [16] [17] 
transitions up to principal quantum number n = 4 for the first eight members of Ne isoelectronic sequence from Ne to Cl 7+ . The SAC/SAC-CI method has been successfully applied in the past to various kinds of spectroscopic studies [18] of molecules from the size of water [17] to the size of porphyrin dimers [19, 20] . In this paper, we use the SAC-CI SD-R method, in which the SAC-CI linked R operators consist of singles and doubles, since the excitations are essentially described by the one electron processes [21] . The objective of this paper is two fold, first to show the accuracy of the SAC-CI method for small systems, namely the atomic systems and secondly to show the effect of angular correlation in such systems.
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Computational details
Presently, we have studied the low-and high-lying single excitations having symmetries s, p and d up to principal quantum number n = 4 for the first eight members of the Ne isoelectronic sequence with nuclear charge Z = 10−17. The STO basis sets for ground states of all the ions have been taken from Clementi and Roetti [22] . The optimized STO basis sets for the excitation spectra of all the ions are obtained from our previous calculations based on the TDCHF theory [12] . The number of STO parameters employed in that calculation [12] is determined by testing the absolute convergence in the static limit of frequencydependent polarizabilities. The number of STO parameters has been restricted to 15 for all the excitations. The choice of exponents depends on principal quantum number and symmetry of the excited levels. The final basis sets are determined by examining the convergence of static limit of the frequency-dependent polarizabilities and the stability of the SAC-CI excitation energy. The integrals are calculated with the STO-GTO expansion method [23] and the SCF calculations are performed with the GAUSSIAN 98 program [24] .
Electron correlations of the ground and excited states are calculated by the SAC/SAC-CI method. In SAC/SAC-CI calculations, 1s orbitals of all the ions are fixed as cores. In order to reduce computational effort, we use standard perturbation procedure [25] . For the ground state, the threshold of the linked term is set to λg = 1×10 −6 and the unlinked terms are adopted as the products of the important linked terms whose SDCI coefficients are larger than 0.001. For excited state, the threshold of the linked term is set to λe = 1 × 10 −6 . The thresholds for the unlinked terms in the SAC-CI are set to 0.001 and 0.05 respectively for selecting the important S and R operators, where only doubles: S(2) are used from the SAC linked operators S.
The contributions of both S(2) × R(1) and S(2) × R(2)
unlinked terms i.e., so called "3, 4-excited" terms [25] are included. The SAC-CI calculations are performed with the SAC-CI96 program system [26] .
Results and discussions
The SAC-CI results are summarized in Table 1 along with the recent compilation of experimental values of Martin et al. [6] , spectroscopic values of Bashkin and Stoner [7] and Moore [8] and other theoretical values. We used LScoupling scheme to designate the energy levels and compared them with the experimental values. For the assignment of levels, Moore [8] and Bashkin and Stoner [7] followed jl coupling scheme. The term designations on the assumption of LS-coupling are also available from their work [6] [7] [8] . It was also pointed out that the excited configurations are much closer to LS-coupling than to jlcoupling [8] . The deviations are calculated with respect to the experimental values [6] [7] [8] [6] and also to the CI value of Hibbert et al. [9] . It should be noted that the CI calculation of Hibbert, La Dourneuf and Mohan [9] adopted the semi-empirical fit of the diagonal elements of the CI matrix to reproduce the experimental values. For Si 4+ and P 5+ , our SAC-CI results for 2p In Table 1 , we also displayed the difference of energy between the transition energies of the TDCHF [12] and a Spectroscopic values of Moore [8] .
b Spectroscopic values of Bashkin and Stoner [7] . c Experimental values of Martin et al. [6] . d Empirical CI values of Hibbert et al. [9] .
e Relativistic many-body calculation of Avgoustoglou et al. [1] . f R-matrix calculation of Hibbert and Scott [5] .
g Das [12] . h Difference between SAC-CI and observed values. i Difference between SAC-CI and TDCHF values.
those of the SAC-CI to show the effect of the angular correlation in the excited state. The amount of angular correlation is large, about 45 mhartree, for the all excited states of Ne. The correlation energy decreases as we move towards the higher members of the sequence. It is generally true that with the increase of nuclear charge, nuclear potential dominates over the inter-electronic coulomb potential and the effect of electron correlations becomes small for highly ionized atoms. As seen from the table, the effect of angular correlation is still large for some higher excited states having principal quantum number n = 4 even for the higher Z members of the sequence. This is due to the effect of higher configurations in high lying states which is not taken into account in my previous calculation [12] .
In Figure 1 , we have plotted the SAC-CI excitation energies with respect to nuclear charge for the The present calculations showed that the deviations from the experimental values are mainly attributed to the quality of the basis set used. In comparison with the previous TDCHF calculations for these atoms [12] , the improvement of the results due to the inclusion of electron correlation is remarkable.
The studies of the two-and higher electron processes using general-R method and on the relativistic effects are under progress and results will be reported in due time. 
Summary
The SAC-CI method is applied to the excited states (n = 3, 4) of the s, p, and d symmetries of Ne to Cl 7+ . The STO basis sets expanded by the STO-6G method, in which excited STOs are optimized, are used. In view of satisfactory the agreement between our results and the spectroscopic values and lack of accurate reference data for the 2p 
